
Priceless Baby 1391 

Chapter 1391: Going For Broke 

 

“Can't I simply go home?” 

“My car is here, I'll give you a ride.” 

“Hey…” 

No matter how reluctant she was, Ye Xun got her hand and dragged her away. 

On the following day, Huo Yunshen and Jing Xi came to the hospital to pick up Huo Erqi. 

Huo Sanyan came on time, followed by Ye Xun. 

Seeing Ye Xun's new look, Jing Xi was almost frightened. 

Frankly speaking, she thought Huo Sanyan had brought a new friend. 

“Oh my god! Second brother, you look awesome today!” Jing Xi laughed. 

Ye Xun had gained roaring confidence and replied, “Not too bad, eh?” 

“Not bad at all! You look like a completely different person! I thought our third sister found a new 

boyfriend!” 

Jing Xi got it. Her Second Brother was going for broke for his girl. 

He had even shaved his cherished silver hair and thrown away his diamond ear studs. 

He looked completely refreshed from head to toe. That was awesome. 

Taking another glance at her Mr. Ye, Huo Sanyan said nothing but indeed felt impressed. 

She did feel like hanging out with a new boyfriend now, or to be more specific, a celestial male 

companion. 

It made her feel great pressure because Ye Xun was so eye-catching. 

He had already been charming enough with his wildly silver hair previously. Now he'd gone even further 

with a highly reserved and abstinent new style. 

It was annoying to be with a too handsome boyfriend. She felt even more insecure. What should she 

do? 

After some chatting, Huo Yunshen wanted to take his sister to the Yunjing Villa. But Huo Erqi rejected it. 

“Don't bother. Dr. Gu offered me a place as a temporary dwelling. I'll visit you later when I'm settled.” 

What? 

Hearing her saying so, Huo Sanyan seriously wondered what was going on with Mr. Gu and her second 

sister. Why did he even offer her a place to live? 



Huo Sanyan turned to look at her brother, while Huo Yunshen turned to Gu Yici for an explanation. 

When did he work this out? 

Gu Yici knew exactly what Huo Yunshen was thinking about. In order to prove that he meant no harm, 

he explained, “No worries, bro. I'm just paying back her kindness. I hope you will grand me with this 

opportunity.” 

Huo Yunshen sneered. Are the 200 bucks worthy of exerting yourself? 

Just say it if you have a crush on my sister! 

But instead of exploding at him, he agreed, “OK. Let's take a look at your place.” 

Following Gu Yici, they came to a tastefully designed house with a delicate garden. 

It was obvious that the owner of the house must have a fine state. 

Picky as Huo Erqi was, she could not even think of any criticism. It seemed like a long lost friend 

welcoming her to his own home. 

“How do you like it?” 

 

 

Gu Yici worried that Huo Erqi would not be happy with it. 

“This is great. Actually much better than I expected. I'm very satisfied. Thank you!” 

Huo Erqi thanked him sincerely. 

Hearing her saying so, Gu Yici was finally relieved. “Then just enjoy it. Let me know if you should need 

anything.” 

“Sure.” 

Not only was Huo Erqi satisfied, but Huo Yunshen and Jing Xi were also happy to see that she had gotten 

a nice place to live with the landlord being their good friend, Gu Yici. In a word, they were relieved. 

Chapter 1392: Lightning Fast Development 

 

Gu Yici was very thorough. He even hired cleaners to clean the house every day and servants to cook for 

Huo Erqi. 

Huo Erqi did not even need to worry about living in there. 

It was the best for Huo Erqi, as she could not have lived alone without help. 

After staying in Estan for a few days, Huo Erqi finally calmed down. She decided to visit her little brother 

at the Yunjing Manor. 

When Gu Yici heard of her plan, he volunteered as her driver. 



When Jing Xi noticed a car parking in front of the manor from the second floor, she was shocked by what 

she witnessed later. Gu Yici got out from his car and jogged to the shotgun seat, helping Huo Erqi to 

unbuckle her seatbelt and helping her down from the vehicle. 

Jing Xi could not believe that things between the two of them had developed so much in just a few days. 

She even guessed that Huo Yunshen might just have a new brother-in-law in no time. 

“Hey, hubby! Your sister is here. Doctor Gu is with her, too,” Jing Xi turned around and said. 

“Okay,” Huo Yunshen replied. 

“Don't you think Doctor Gu is acting differently in front of your sister? Could it be that he's going for 

her?” Jing Xi asked as she left the room with her husband. 

“Are you sure? He's gay, you know.” 

“But we've never heard anything about him dating any men before, have we? Could it be that he's just 

faking it and waiting for the perfect woman like your sister?” 

“Who knows, it's not something we have a say in,” Huo Yunshen said with a shrug. “Let them worry 

about that. You just have to take care of yourself, okay? Stop worrying about those things.” 

Jing Xi nodded, and they went to greet their guests. 

Huo Erqi came with gifts, and Gu Yici was carrying them. 

“Oh, my, how rare for you to visit us, Doctor Gu. Was your schedule clear today?” Jing Xi asked. 

“I'm just a chaperone,” Gu Yici laughed awkwardly. 

“Sis, you didn't have to bring so many things. We have a lot of things here,” Jing Xi turned to Huo Erqi 

and said. 

“It's my first time visiting the both of you after moving to Estan, of course I had to bring something,” 

Huo Erqi said. “By the way, where's my niece? There should be no class on Saturday, right?” 

“She's playing in the garden with Xuanye.” 

“Who's Xuanye?” Huo Erqi asked. 

“Ying Bao's friend. He's our guest.” 

Jing Xi explained briefly. After he had been staying in the Yunjing Manor for some time, the Huo family 

started to call him by his first name. 

Just as they were talking about Ying Bao, Ying Bao returned from the garden with Huangpu Xuanye.” 

“Ying Bao! Look who's here!” Jing Xi said. 

“Oh, my! Why is the prettiest Aunty Two here?” 

“That's the niece I know! What a sweet talker!” Huo Erqi laughed as she hugged Ying Bao. 

“Aunty Two, do you like little girls like me?” 



“Yes! I do!” 

“Then why don't you make one too?” 

Ying Bao's words were like needles pricking on Huo Erqi's heart. She could not answer the little girl's 

question. 

“Ying Bao, why don't you go and draw something with Uncle Prince?” Jing Xi suggested, worried that 

Ying Bao might say the wrong thing. 

“Okay!” 

With that, Ying Bao dragged Huangpu Xuanye to the second floor. 

Chapter 1393: Some New Clue 

 

Huo Erqi and Gu Yici both noticed Huangpu Xuanye so she asked, “Who is this honored guest? I guess he 

is not from Estan.” 

“Right. He's from the Northland. Huangpu Xuanye, Prince of the Northland.” 

Gu Yici was shocked after Jing Xi's introduction. “Oh My! What a wonderful place you have! And look at 

what kind of guests you host here! There have been two presidents and now here comes a prince. If you 

ever want to move out, do let me know and I'll definitely buy it.” 

“Haha…” 

They were all amused by Gu Yici's comments. 

Thinking of the Northland, Huo Erqi recalled, “I know the Northland. The King of the Northland used my 

design for their wedding jewelry, and I was there. I'll show you the pictures.” 

Jing Xi had never been to the Northland and waited curiously for Huo Erqi to show the pictures on her 

phone. 

Huo Erqi looked into her jewelry album, pulled out the pictures for the Northland King's wedding and 

showed them one by one. 

Jing Xi found that the King of Northland in the pictures looked no different from the one she'd seen on 

TV. He was definitely aging but still awe-inspiring. 

She could tell from the pictures that Huangpu Xuanye did look like his father. 

Seeing them one by one Jing Xi was stunned by the Queen's wedding dress. “Wow, that was a gorgeous 

dress! And it went perfectly with the jewelry you designed.” 

“Look at the necklace. I designed it. Same with the diamond crown.” 

Huo Erqi felt proud when talking about her design. 

“Brilliant! Extremely gorgeous!” 



Jing Xi noticed from the pictures that the Queen of Northland always wore a veil. Without seeing her 

face it made her seem more mysterious. 

“Was this their wedding ring? Did you design it too?” 

Jing Xi saw on one of the pictures that the Queen was wearing a diamond ring. 

Huo Erqi zoomed in and took a closer look. “Oh, that was not me. It was her own. I found it charming 

too. I did ask and she said it was designed by Diruiling. The name was Hera's Tear. Very unique. It's one 

of its kind with the tear-shape and design.” 

“…” 

Seeing this, Jing Xi suddenly recalled that Lady White Tea had ordered a ring called Hera's Tear from 

Diruiling. Could that Lady White Tea she had been searching for happen to be the mythical Queen of the 

Northland? 

She was slightly excited about uncovering a new clue. “Second sister, do you have a picture of this 

Queen? What did she look like?” 

 

 

“No. I never saw her face. She always wore that veil. Barely anyone has seen her face. I wondered if she 

was Muslim, and if that was why she had to wear a veil.” 

Since Huo Erqi had never seen her face either, Jing Xi had to try another approach. “Can you send me 

this picture? It's so beautiful and I want to keep it as a reference.” 

Huo Erqi had no doubt and said, “No prob. I'll send it to you.” 

They had followed each other on InstantChat so Huo Erqi sent it to Jing Xi directly. 

Having gotten the picture, Jing Xi felt that she was one step closer to unveiling the truth. 

It should not be challenging to find an excuse to meet the Queen. With the Prince of the Northland 

staying with them now, how hard could that be? 

Chapter 1394: Looking Out For Him 

 

Huo Yunshen and Jing Xi decided to hold a lunch gathering at the Yunjing Manor. They even invited Ye 

Xun, Huo Sanyan, and Ni Xuelin over. 

It wasn't until 11 p.m. that Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan showed up at Huo Yunshen's doorstep. 

Jing Xi noticed that Ni Xuelin wasn't with them. 

“Where's Xuelin?” Xu Xiyan asked. 

“She found a new job and moved elsewhere. She said she's not coming since it's far away,” Ye Xun 

explained. 



Jing Xi instantly realized that Ni Xuelin had moved out of Ye Xun's place intentionally so that Ye Xun had 

the chance to be alone with Huo Sanyan. 

“Looks like I have to move somewhere else too,” Huo Sanyan suddenly said. 

“What's wrong with staying at my place?” Ye Xun asked. 

He held Huo Sanyan's hand anxiously when he heard that she wanted to move out too. 

“What's good about staying there? I have to live with a bad person like you!” 

Huo Sanyan pulled her hand back while sticking her tongue out. 

To Huo Sanyan, living with Ye Xun meant sacrificing her freedom. She felt as if she was a prisoner. 

When Ye Xun heard Huo Sanyan's comment about him, he felt like he had been stabbed in the heart by 

a knife. 

Huo Sanyan was always thinking about how to get away from Ye Xun's side, while Ye Xun kept thinking 

about how to keep her by his side. 

Jing Xi tried to hold her laughter back as she watched them argue, only as different roles. She couldn't 

help but laugh at Ye Xun for treating Huo Sanyan the same way Huo Sanyan had treated him in the past. 

They began to chat until tea time. Huo Erqi and Gu Yi left while Huo Sanyan decided to stay at the 

manor, saying that she wanted to learn some recipes from Jing Xi. 

Since Huo Sanyan did not want to leave, Ye Xun could only stay at the manor too. He played with Ying 

Bao for the whole evening. 

They even had dinner at the manor before Ye Xun decided to go back. 

“I'm staying here with my niece today!” Huo Sanyan said, not wanting to go back with Ye Xun. 

Since Ye Xun could not persuade Huo Sanyan, he turned to Ying Bao and said, “Can I sleep with you 

too?” 

Ying Bao looked at the two adults with a disdainful look. 

“Can't you two sleep alone? Aren't both of you adults?” Ying Bao scolded. 

“…” 

Both of the adults were speechless at Ying Bao's comment. 

 

 

“You should go back with Ye Xun,” Jing Xi said to Huo Sanyan. “I have an important guest here, so I can't 

let you stay today.” 

Ye Xun was glad to hear what Jing Xi said. He was sticking his thumb up in his head to Jing Xi for looking 

out for him. 



“Come on, Yanyan, let's go,” Ye Xun said and dragged Huo Sanyan out of Yunjing Manor. 

Huo Sanyan was not happy about it. She thought of herself as a successful and powerful woman; there 

was no way she would submit to Ye Xun. 

She knew that she had to think of a way to run away. 

“Mr. Ye, since it's still early, why don't we go watch a movie?” Huo Sanyan asked with a gentle tone. 

Ye Xun's eyes widened as he celebrated happily, as he thought Huo Sanyan had finally fallen for him. 

Chapter 1395: Wait And See How I'm Gonna Get You! 

 

Ye Xun was overjoyed and drove directly to the theatre. 

The theatre was very crowded. Ye Xun bought her popcorn and coke. 

Huo Sanyan held the popcorn and Ye Xun held the coke. “Let's go, Yanyan, it's starting soon.” 

Then Huo Sanyan suddenly stopped and moved backward. She pulled on Ye Xun's collar and dragged 

him backward with her. 

When she hit the wall Ye Xun pressed onto her automatically and kissed her on the lips. 

Ye Xun was stunned, then went wild with joy as he thought she was asking for caresses. But right then 

she turned aside and cried, “Help! Somebody help! Stop it! You hooligan!” 

What the…! 

Who was the one playing bully? 

Whenever there was a woman calling for help in public, there were people who would come to her 

rescue. 

A few men came to save her and got ahold of Ye Xun. He had two cokes in his hand and failed to react 

before he was hit in the face. 

They really thought he was a hooligan and kept kicking him. 

Huo Sanyan stood aside and applauded inside. You deserve it! 

Then she ran away as fast as she could. 

When Ye Xun eventually got rid of those people and came after Huo Sanyan, she was nowhere to be 

found. 

And the physically injured Ye Xun ended up searching for her everywhere. 

Clever as Huo Sanyan was now, he could never get hold of her easily. 

How bitter he felt. And how he missed the Huo Sanyan who used to be in hot pursuit of him! 

Huo Sanyan hid not far from the theatre and peeped at the entrance. 



Ye Xun came out and was anxiously looking for her. 

Haha… Huo Sanyan was pleased. She wanted him to be driven crazy by never finding her. How could he 

have been interfering with whatever she did! 

Ye Xun ran around the theatre twice and finally located Huo Sanyan. She was getting in a cab. 

The cab went away swiftly. Ye Xun ran after it for hundreds of meters and eventually had to watch it 

leave. 

Ye Xun was fuming! 

How could she do this to him! 

He spoiled her as much as he could. Yet he could never win her heart. 

He was choking with rage, but had to swallow it silently. 

He deserved it indeed! 

She used to be a wonderful girlfriend when he rejected her. Alas… it was all his fault. 

Ye Xun did not blame her and tried to call. But her phone was powered off. 

Damn it! 

It seemed that she was determined to stay away from him! 

Wait and see how I'm gonna get you! 

Once he got ahold of her again, she would have no escape! 

Inside the Yunjing Villa. 

Before they went to bed, Jing Xi told Huo Yunshen about Lady White Tea and her plan. 

“OK. I'll go with you.” 

If she was going to the Northland, Huo Yunshen would never let her take any risk. The best way would 

be going together with her. 

 

 

“Do you know when Helian Qingyu will be back from the state visits?” 

Jing Xi could no longer wait to uncover the truth. 

“I heard soon. No hurry. Let's wait for him and plan it thoroughly.” 

Two days later, Helian Qingyu returned to Estan. 

Once he was back, Helian Qingyu made some time to visit Yunjing Villa and pick up Huangpu Xuanye. 

Chapter 1396: Leaving Soon 



 

“Hey, big bro, where's Ruochu?” Jing Xi asked when she met up with Helian Qingyu. 

“I can't find her. She's hiding from me,” Helian Qingyu said as he shook his head. 

Helian QIngyu could still clearly remember Li Ruochu's face when she had been standing on the other 

side of the crossroad. 

“We can't do anything then. You should take it slow. Find another time to look for her,” Jing Xi 

comforted. 

“I know. I'm here to take Xuanye back. I feel bad for leaving him in your care for so many days.” 

“We don't mind it. Ying Bao was happy that she had someone to play with her every day.” 

Helian Qingyu stayed for lunch and was ready to bring Huangpu Xuanye back after that. 

Even though Huangpu Xuanye wasn't really happy about leaving, he knew that he shouldn't overstay his 

welcome. 

Ying Bao was sad when she heard that her Uncle Prince was leaving. 

“Why does Uncle Prince have to go back? Can't he stay here forever?” Ying Bao asked. 

“Hey, cheer up. How about we go to his home with him?” Jing XI asked. 

“Can we?” 

“Big bro, when are you taking Xuanye back?” Jing Xi turned to Helian Qingyu and asked. “Can you bring 

us with you? We can take that chance to visit the Nothern Kingdom too.” 

“Sure thing. I'll have my people prepare for the trip.” 

Jing Xi was glad that Helian Qingyu went through with her plan. With that, she had the chance to visit 

the Nothern Kingdom and find out who Lady White Camellia was. 

“Xuanye, do you have any place you want to visit?” Helian Qingyu asked. 

“We want to go to Disneyland!” Ying Bao helped Huangpu Xuanye answer. 

“Disneyland, huh? No problem! I'll get us some tickets,” Helian Qingyu said. 

Since Helian Qingyu had just returned from his visit to other countries, he could take the chance to get 

some rest and play with the kids. 

All four of them went to Disneyland after that. 

With Jing Xi's disguise on him, no one could recognize their President at the theme park. 

Huo Yunshen drove them to the park while he went to take care of some matters after that. 

The theme park was crowded, and there were a lot of themes for them to enjoy. 

Ying Bao pulled her mother's hand with one hand and Huangpu Xuanye's hand with the other one. 



She noticed the carousel and tugged her mother, excitedly. 

“Mommy! Can we go on that?” Ying Bao asked as she pointed at the carousel. 

“Okay. Come on, let's go get in the line.” 

 

 

Jing Xi went to the carousel with Ying Bao, leaving Helian Qingyu with Huangpu Xuanye. 

“Do you have anything you want to do?” Helian Qingyu asked. 

Huangpu Xuanye shook his head and pointed at Ying Bao. He walked towards the little girl. 

No park was more attracting than the little girl to him. Huangpu Xuanye was there to accompany her. 

They were about to separate, and he wished to spend more time with her. 

“All right, let's go find them.” 

They waited for Ying Bao to take her turn and started to look for other things to do. 

Chapter 1397: The Approaching Danger 

 

For those facilities requiring an adult supervisor, Huangpu Yexuan went together with Ying Bao while the 

other two waited outside. 

They all had fun, but failed to realize that someone dressed in a squirrel costume had been following 

them. 

Then they went to the theme castle, the Queen of Hearts' garden, as well as the maze. 

Ying Bao kept running joyfully in the garden of the maze and Huangpu Xuanye followed her tightly. 

While they were waiting for Ying Bao, Helian Qingyu sent someone to buy ice cream. 

When Ying Bao was back she was presented with tasty ice cream. 

“Wow, third daddy, how did you know I wanted this?” 

Ying Bao took the ice cream and could not wait to taste it. 

“Because I saw the little greedy girl inside you!” 

Helian Qingyu tickled her on her belly and Ying Bao doubled over. 

Jing Xi wanted some ice cream too. She asked, “Can a pregnant woman have some ice cream?” 

Helian Qingyu laughed at her. “I'm afraid no.” 

Jing Xi slightly curled her lips. “It won't do any harm if I just have a little bit, right? I think my babies want 

to try some.” 



“Haha..” Helian Qingyu was amused. He handed her a smaller one and said, “Fine, treat my nephews.” 

“Haha.” Jing Xi was satisfied and indulged herself in eating the ice cream. 

They enjoyed the ice creams along the way. But no one knew that a gun was already being pointed at 

them. 

There was a bang. Jing Xi seemed to see a figure flash in front of her and she was cuddled by a huge 

fluffy thing. 

“Er…” 

She sensed that a gun was fired at her but had hit the fluffy thing instead. She seemed to have heard the 

person groan inside the costume. 

Hearing the gunfire, Helian Qingyu lifted up Ying Bao and sought shelter. Meanwhile he shouted at Jing 

Xi and Huangpu Xuanye, “There's an attack! Go, hide!” 

Jing Xi was taken behind the nearby rockery by the person in costume. But Huangpu Xuanye was not as 

lucky. Blocked by the scattering crowd he failed to escape in time. He got shot and fell on the ground. 

“Xuanye!” 

Seeing him wounded, Jing Xi tried to go to him but got blocked by the squirrel costumed person. 

Instead, the squirrel darted out despite the danger and dragged Huangpu Xuanye behind the rockery. 

Helian Qingyu had already sent signals and his men rushed to go after the assassin. 

The joyful amusement part was instantly turned into a crime scene. The assassin was encircled and tried 

desperately to hold some hostages. Luckily, Helian Qingyu's men shot him dead in time. 

“Your Highness, the assassin was shot dead. Are you OK?” 

Helian Qingyu's men came to check on him. 

“I'm fine. Go check on Xuanye. He seemed to have been shot. Call the ambulance!” 

Helian Qingyu brought Ying Bao to Jing Xi where she was attending to Huangpu Xuanye's wound. 

 

 

“Are you alright, Jing Xi?” 

“I'm fine. Xuanye was shot.” 

Jing Xi tried to stop the bleeding and her hands were covered with blood. 

“Mommy, why is Uncle Prince bleeding? Will he die?” 

Seeing Huangpu Xuanye bleeding, Ying Bao burst into tears. 

“No worries, sweetheart. Let's take Uncle Prince to the hospital for treatment. He will definitely be fine. 

Don't cry, my baby.” Jing Xi tried to comfort her. 



Chapter 1398: After Him 

 

Jing Xi started to look for the person in the mascot costume after Huangpu Xuanye was taken away in 

the ambulance, but no matter how hard she looked, she could not find the person. 

The doctors were performing surgery on Huangpu Xuanye while Jing Xi and the others waited outside. 

Helian Qingyu suspected that the attack was not aimed at Huangpu Xuanye or Jing Xi. He had already 

ordered his men to look into the matter. 

If Helian Qingyu was correct, the assailant was trying to harm him by wounding the prince. 

If news of Huangpu Xuanye being killed in Estan were to spread, Helian Qingyu would have to take 

responsibility as the President. 

Even though Helian Qingyu had ordered that the attack be kept a secret, word still got out. 

News about the prince of the Nothern Kingdom being attacked spread throughout the internet like a 

wildfire. 

What made Helian Qingyu curious was how they had learned about Huangpu Xuanye. The prince's visit 

to Estan was a secret that only a few knew about. 

The only explanation was that the group who had ordered the hit had been following them ever since 

Helian Qingyu arrived in the Nothern Kingdom. 

A man took off his costume in a private apartment. 

His blood was everywhere and he was drenched in sweat. 

Mo Yutian looked at this arm, which had been hit by a bullet. He knew that he had to remove it as soon 

as possible. 

There was no way he could go to the hospital as he was. The only option left for him was to take the 

bullet out himself. 

He heated his dagger and bit onto his own clothes. Without any anesthesia in play, he cut a part of his 

injured arm open. 

He winced as he cut deeper. 

He finally took the bullet out with a shaking hand in the end. Mo Yutian let out a sigh of relief after that. 

He took a bottle of high concentration alcohol and poured it over the wound before he proceeded to 

bandage his arm up. 

Even though the pain was intense, he knew that it was just a small fraction of his path to salvation. 

When Mo Yutian learned of Lady White Camellia's plan, he decided to go and save Jing Xi without any 

hesitation. 

If Mo Yutian hadn't been at the theme park when Jing Xi was there, things would've gotten out of hand. 



Mo Yutian lay down on the bed, completely beat. But he was glad that Jing Xi had gotten out of the 

attack without any harm. 

 

 

When Huo Yunshen rushed to the hospital after he heard the news, Huangpu Xuanye had already come 

out from surgery but was still unconscious. 

“Hey, were you hurt?” Huo Yunshen asked Jing Xi. 

“No. I was lucky that someone saved me.” 

“We have to thank that person.” 

“Yes.” 

“How about Ying Bao? Is she okay?” 

Chapter 1399: Making A Big Fuss About It 

 

Huo Yunshen patted his daughter on her head while Ying Bao cuddled his leg and asked, “Daddy, Uncle 

Prince bled a lot. We have to catch the bad guys who shot him!” 

“Sure. Daddy will definitely get them so that they won't do any further harm.” 

“Yes, and spank them hard!” 

“Right, spank them hard.” 

Seeing that his wife and daughter were both fine, Huo Yunshen felt relieved and asked Helian Qingyu, 

“Do you have any idea who did this?” 

Helian Qingyu shook his head. “Still under investigation.” 

“It seems they came after you again. But Huangpu Xuanye was an innocent victim. You need to be more 

careful from now on.” 

Huo Yunshen patted Helian Qingyu on the shoulder as he spoke. 

“Sure. I'll maximize the precautions. I was not careful enough today.” 

Helian Qingyu knew that as a state leader, he could be the target of assassination any time. He took the 

responsibility as well as the risk. 

Ever since he'd succeeded presidency, he had gotten ready to face it. 

“What did they say about it?” Helian Qingyu asked. 

“We had the major media outlets silenced. But there are minor publications who already covered the 

story.” 



“I'm very worried about Huangpu Xuanye. He was wounded in our country. How should I tell the King of 

the Northland?” 

Helian Qingyu found it to be a difficult case to handle. 

“Right now, we can only wait for him to recover. Then you need to escort him back to the Northland 

yourself so that you can explain it in person to the King and stop further misunderstandings,” Huo 

Yunshen suggested. 

“Right. I see. I hope they won't hear about it in the Northland too soon.” 

However, Helian Qingyu was definitely going to be disappointed. How could the person behind this not 

be making a big fuss? 

In the Northland. 

Yun Xuerou showed up in the royal castle and met with the queen in the garden. 

“Sister, I brought you some good news.” 

“What is it?” 

“Take a look.” Lady White Tea handed the newspaper from Estan to Lan Qiwei. 

Lan Qiwei read the headline about the Prince of the Northland being assaulted in Estan and was 

surprised. “Seriously? Huangpu Xuanye was attacked?” 

“Of course.” 

“Is he dead?” Lan Qiwei asked. 

“Does it even matter if he is dead or not? Under the current circumstances, sister, it's your time now.” 

Yun Xuerou had planned it well. Now the first step had already been taken. 

She had wanted the assassin to kill Helian Qingyu, Jing Xi and Huangpu Xuanye all together. 

Sadly they had missed the other two and only shot Huangpu Xuanye. 

But it was not harming her big plan. 

“According to your plan what should I do next?” 

Lan Qiwei knew that her sister was very resourceful. She used to get rid of all the obstacles and had 

married the president of Estan. It proved how sophisticated and scheming she was. 

“Sister, now Huangpu Xuanye is still alive. So he is your biggest stumbling block. 

“You should try spreading the rumor that the prince was already killed in Estan, then bring it to the king. 

“If the king is blown away by the rumor or even dies upon hearing it, you could then call a few ministers 

to help you take the throne. 

“If the king survives and insists on visiting Estan, we could get rid of the king and the prince in Estan. 



“Then you could act as the deputy king and issue a diplomatic notice to Estan together with the 

ministers here. In that case, you will still be throned. What do you think?” 

Chapter 1400: Lucky 

 

Yun Xuerou started to explain her plan to Lan Qiwei. 

Lan Qiwei thought about Yun Xuerou's plan for a moment, and a broad smile appeared on her face. 

“It's a good plan! We'll go according to it then!” 

The sisters began to move forward with their plan to overtake the throne. Yun Xuerou started to spread 

the news about Huangpu Xuanye dying in Estan. 

Lan Qiwei had her trusted minister relay the message of his son's death to Huangpu Heng. When the 

king heard of his son's demise, he could not take the hit and fell unconscious. 

Huangpu Heng was sent to the hospital. The doctors said that he only had a few days left to live. 

Everything had proceeded according to their plan. 

Without a leader in the Hua'er castle, Lan Qiwei stood up and gathered the ministers. 

She organized a team to visit Estan, wanting them to give an explanation of Huangpu Xuanye's death. 

At the same time, she sent another group of people to prevent Huangpu Xuanye from returning to the 

Northen Kingdom. 

Lady White Camellia had already returned to Estan, planning to kill Huangpu Xuanye for her sister. 

Most of the ministers in the Northern Kingdom had been bought off by Lan Qiwei. They were willing to 

move on with her being the new leader. 

All they were waiting for was for Huangpu Heng to breathe his last breath. 

Huangpu Xuanye had already woken up after a few days. 

When Ying Bao noticed Huangpu Xuanye was opening his eyes slowly, she shouted in surprise. 

“Uncle Prince! Good morning!” 

“Cherry…” 

Huangpu Xuanye realized that he was still alive. He could remember that he had been shot at the theme 

park. 

He thought that he would've died for sure. He never expected that he could wake up to the sight of the 

cute little girl. He felt lucky. 

“Yay! I can talk to Uncle Prince again!” 

Ying Bao had been worried about Huangpu Xuanye for the past few days. She'd been afraid that he 

might not wake up again. 



“Don't worry, my daddy and Uncle Three will catch the bad guy!” Ying Bao said while grabbing Huangpu 

Xuanye's hands. “They will punish him for you!” 

 

 

“Okay.” Huangpu Xuanye nodded with a smile. 

While they were talking, Jing Xi came into the room and noticed that Huangpu Xuanye was awake. 

“Xuanye, you'll have to stay here for a few days,” Jing Xi said. “We plan to keep this from your father 

until you're fully healed. Is that okay?” 

Huangpu Xuanye thought about it and nodded. He did not want to worry his father, plus he could stay a 

little longer in Estan with Ying Bao. It was a win-win for him. 

“Take some rest, you need it. Let us know if you need anything. I'll take Ying Bao back with me first.” 

“Can I get to see her again?” 

“Of course. I'll bring her over whenever she's free.” Jing Xi smiled and turned to her daughter. “Hurry up 

and say goodbye.” 

 


